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response to your request for further consultation regarding Manston Airport I respond as
follows

 

I live on the edge of Nethercourt (nearest the runway) and am appalled that the
recommendation from the previous consultations as been overruled. We are less than a
mile from the runway and would suffer from noise pollution, disturbed sleep due to the
night flights, I have a young child who is at school and having sleep disrupted will have a
detrimental affect on his schooling. Having lived here when the previous operations were
at Manston we know the effects appear to of been underestimated.

The whole house used to vibrate when planes went overhead, could not hear the television
nor hold a conversation, having been working from home for the past few months I know
that I would be in danger of losing my position as I would not be able to carry on having
the meetings over the internet as I would not be able to hear the whole conversation.

 

The construction industry have to comply to limited Db ratings yet the Db levels from the
flights would be way higher.

 

RSP have overplayed the employment figures by a vast number, also the types of
employment that would be required do not exist in Thanet, therefore will do nothing to
reduce employment in the area.

 

They state the working hours as being during the day, yet the proposal is for night flights
also. This has also been experienced previously, many many times flights were supposedly
delayed/late and it was another sleepless night.

 

There is absolutely no need for a airport in the area, no transport links as the operation
stack showed the local roads are not upto it. To place a Cargo Hub in the area is ludicrous
as no road network and then we suffer planes and lorries, which means a massive amount
of pollution when the Government should be addressing Climate Change.

 

 

Regards

 

 



Samantha Smith
 




